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Meeting of Unicamp Board of Directors, Tuesday, June 9, 2020 (Videoconference) 

  

Present: Janice Canning (President), Iris Murray (Treasurer), Jeff Baker (Communications Chair), Rich Bailey 

(Governance Chair), Nicole Cormier (Long Range Planning and Property Committee Chair) 

Guests: Jenny Thomas-Bojin (Camp Director), Yvette Salinas (Executive Director) 

Regrets:  Julie O’Hara- Murphy (Seasonal Rep), Theresa Hanley (Vice President), Kosu Boudreau (Secretary and 

writer), 

Absent:  

  

    ITEM                                DISCUSSION                                                                                                     FOLLOW UP 

Welcome, opening 

words, land 

acknowledgement 

Janice   

Approval of the 

agenda 

All   

Approval of Jan 

14, 2020 and May 

12, 2020 minutes 

       

 

 

 

All Approval of January 14 and May 12 minutes 

Jeff was asked to contact Julie (in May meeting) about the January minutes and 

she does not withdraw or modify minutes as taken.  They are to be approved as 

they presently stand.  Discussion ensued about whether discussions like these are 

be recorded in minutes in more general terms (eg. a discussion ensued regarding 

the 7 principles) or be ‘in camera’, and as an ongoing discussion of a specific 

issue. At issue is the line that says, “board is not adhering to UU Principles.” This 

belief, as it was expressed by one-member, other members declared untrue and 

disparaging to the other board members and our collective process. Janice would 

like them removed, as the statement taken out of context can create divisiveness 

in the board and in the community at large when posted publicly on the website.  

Rich indicated that usually these types of discussions are more generally 

described. 

Discussion: 

-our understanding is that those comments pertained to a specific conversation – 

the Dog Policy.  

Question: shall we vote to remove those remarks from the minutes?  

Point of information – The remark should not have been in minutes in the first 

place. Most minutes only have the specific points that were discussed, including 

opposing discussion. 

 e-mail from Julie was read; she does not want to modify the minutes as taken. 

Discussion as to whether they can be removed. When the secretary records 

information and whether minutes must be accepted as written by secretary in 

general cases.    

Calling the question 

Allow minutes to stand as they are 

Call of vote. In favor: 3, 1 abstention, 1 against. January minutes approved. 

May minutes – All in favor. Approved. 
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Discussion: Camp Opening 

 

1930: Iris: Do we all agree to open the camp prior to previous motion that 

indicated August 1st opening? Will this mean all aspects of camp will open? 

When would staff be ready to open? Could we open for Day Use? Phase 2 allows 

beaches and bathrooms. Make a Board decision as to the Financial piece, (A, B or 

C); invites Staff to prepare to open before/by August 1st.  Discussion follows: 

Staff: We have a framework but need to see regulations rewritten and posted. We 

need to see these changes as approved by local Public Health when current 

restrictions are lifted. Dorm rentals are not opening because meals will not be 

available. 

Board was requested to clarify who decides on a timeline for opening.  Board 

responded that the staff has the knowledge and ability to judge best on reopening.  

Board agrees the staff will make the decision as to when it will be safe to open. 

When the board voted for Aug 1st opening, it was unknown when Phase 2 would 

occur. 

Staff: Opening of camp will be better controlled if it is phased in gradually before 

August 1st. We can look at July for day passes, beach and cabin use etc. 

Points of information: Camp Mansfield – Day Camp. Hand sanitizing, etc, open. 

Tend to have more day camp going there. Facility rentals, outdoor education 

center, etc. 

At this time children’s camps cannot open for overnight residential camps. 

Staff was questioned: How will the camp be cleaned? 

Staff: There is 25-page operations manual for cleaning in process. Once the 

government officially amends Reg. 219.20 we can start the reservation process. 

Motion Proposed (Janice): Camp will open when the camp is ready to do so 

and Government Directives allow. Once open, Unicamp reserves the right to 

close if procedures are not adhered to.   Jeff seconds. Discussion of motion: 

Regulation is enabling camps to open, but each organization can say “we're not 

ready yet,” public health indicated.  The camp is not required to open 

immediately. 

Staff: The question is, if this motion carries, what is the actual process of what it 

looks like – if ED and CD decide together to open or to close, can the staff make 

that announcement or does it come back to the Board for approval?  

 Board: After staff sees the legislation and when the staff feel it is safe the camp 

can open. Leave this decision in the staff's hands because they are the persons 

most up-to-date on changes in legislation and in contact with public health. Check 

if the Insurance will cover any specific Covid related incidents. The word safe is 

open to a lot of interpretation and Safe is the buzzword right now. Camp was 

never 100% safe. There is a need to have a good plan for enforcement of physical 

distancing measures. That is a big responsibility. Who will be the enforcer? 

Staff – At present e-mails are going unanswered. Check Covid coverage with 

insurance? What happens if someone gets Covid; are we liable if they get sick? 
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Will there be coverage when we get told by campers, they believe they got sick at 

camp. At what point are we liable for them to blame Unicamp for getting sick?  

Therefore we wouldn't want to open right away; we want to gauge how the rules 

and requests are being followed. For example, the Beach: when persons are on 

site for day use, we would schedule an hour for each household unit, and the 

consequence of that not happening may be a warning, persons asked to leave, etc. 

through to 2021. Staff will handle situations on a case-by-case basis.  If people 

are not listening and there is crowding, we may have to close the camp. All of the 

staff members will be instructed to address the situation directly and/or bring to 

CD or ACD. It will be part of staff training. 

Board: Point of information–There have been issues with Seasonals who have not 

adhered to the present rules. When we toured our sites last fall, there was an open 

campfire with nobody around it and nobody was reprimanded. The idea of 

phasing access to camp, we trust our staff to make good decisions. At present we 

all agree that it's safe to open for the day. We think we can open the beach, with 

strict access rules. We can have our own Phase 1, Phase 2, etc. There is a large 

group of people that are free-thinkers and doers but they have never had 

consequences with the rule breaking until recently (last few years) with the 

change in staff structure and revamping of policies at camp. It is hoped that in the 

case of Covid, people will be a little more respectful about what the ultimate 

sacrifice will be if rules are not adhered to. 

Staff: At this time, the Seasonals have respected our Covid rules. Staff does 

reprimand people regularly. Every day staff are triaging issues that affect our 

safety and practices. Something like a bigger trailer is not like a campfire burning, 

or making others feel unsafe. There is enforcement. It is not always easy to get 

this group to follow rules but these Covid rules need to be followed.  If we are 

finding that we need to act due to non-compliance, we might have to look at 

scaling back access and assess if we want to continue to have camping into the 

fall. We will need to decide which groups/persons are or are not welcome by Fall 

2020. 

Board – Have Program facilitators been contacted and would camp close if there 

is an outbreak? 

Staff– Haven't reassessed programs with facilitators; this will be done once Board 

approves to reopen in August. We will need to hear from Program Facilitators 

about group size. At present it must be 10 persons as a maximum (including 

Facilitators). We will assess if there is the infrastructure in place to run their 

program safely. 

Camp would close if there is an outbreak, but the essential staff would remain 

onsite as per Health directives. Childcare is cancelled for all programs and dining 

hall will be closed. 

Point of information:  there will be no programming in June and July and no 

childcare in August. Staff can report to Board about Adult programming as it 

unfolds. Programs that are listed may go ahead after August 1st. Staff can decide 

to close the camp if they assess that visitors do not adhere to physical distancing. 

Board: Will the Dining Hall deck and Mini-commons be used? Those places 

could have a few tables on them. Have the facilitators been approached as to their 

plans– how are they and participants going to be fed? Will we have Washrooms 

open? 
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Staff: Most reservations with meals decided to drop meal add-ons and figure out 

meals themselves. We will keep people posted about the decisions. 

Motion Proposed (as above): Camp will open when the camp is ready to do 

so and Government Directives allow. Once open, Unicamp reserves the right 

to close if procedures are not adhered to. Jeff seconded motion.  Motion 

carries with one abstention. 

Board: requests that staff prepare a list of issues that occur with the new rules and 

procedures and the outcomes of these issues. Not just the major issues.  We want 

to get a sense of what is occurring at camp and what problems we are running 

into; consequences must take place. Please record a short summary about what 

the infraction was and the consequences, as related to Covid19 regulations. Once 

the manual is ready, present it to the board. 

Staff – We use Incident Reporting procedures for major infractions. That can 

happen at every board meeting. If any big concern comes up it will be presented 

at the Board meeting. 

 

President’s Report Janice   

ED/Staff Report Yvette Executive Director Report: (The text of the report is shown below. The original 

formatted ED report is appended to these minutes) 

  

June 2020 Yvette Salinas - 38 hours paid work, 26 hours volunteered 

Most work this past month has been focused on Covid-19 and the potential to re-

open Unicamp. Following are some of my notes:  

 

Programming Calendar Considerations: 

 

3 Potential Scenarios: 

 

◦ Plan A: Open before August - (Day Visits in June and/or July)  

▪ Begin with Day Pass visits for Seasonals and others within a window. Suggested 

price for Day Pass Visit: $12/adult, $6/kids to allow for admin fees and cost of 

cleaning materials.  

▪ Seasonal Refund calculated by number of weeks without Day Access ($68 per 

week refund or 5%) and number of weeks with allowed day access to Unicamp 

($40 per week refund or 3%).  

▪ Potential Day Visit Income for June: 30 Days * 2 Visits per day 

(Morning/Afternoon) *$12 day pass = $720. July: $744.  

▪ Pre-schedule a 4-hour visit window with Camp Director (How far in advance?)  

▪ Overnighting becomes available to Seasonals when legislation allows; open to 

all campers in August (See info below)  

 

◦ Plan B: Open in August –  

 

-Seasonals and Campers have overnight access. Seasonal Site fees reduced by 

60%. Kitchen will remain closed; need to notify all reservations who requested 

meals. Total Potential income between $12,000 and $22,000 (depending on if 

reservations who ordered meals end up cancelling because Kitchen is closed).  
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-Adult programming will need to be evaluate individually - space, number of 

participants, etcs. Need to make a decision about August Childcare - 45 ordered 

so far ($15 per morning). Potential income from childcare in August: $675. Need 

to plan who would facilitate and if there are safety issues to consider (day camp 

recommendations?)  

▪ Shouldn’t have overflow camping - campers spaced out as much as possible  

▪ Dorms should be reserved privately - no shared sleeping.  

▪ Need to assess each adult program (see Programming Calendar 2020, below) for 

safety and contact facilitators/participants with info by July.  

 

◦ Plan C: Remain Closed. Seasonal balances are refunded and deposit rolled over 

for 2021.  

 

July Board Meeting scheduled for July 5th. Move to online or hold onsite 

(gathering of ~10)? Board should make a decision about this.  

Online Programming for fundraising is being organized by Nicole, with Jenny 

and Leila:  

 

◦ Large (2 weeks)  

◦ Talent Show July 5th  

◦ Dance July 25th  

◦ Scavenger Hunt August 8th  

◦ Campfire August 21st  

 

◦ Small (between the large ones) 

◦ Pat Trudeau service (only if she can volunteer her time)  

◦ Michael Moon song service (only if he can volunteer his time)  

◦ Adrian Nature Workshop/Walk  

Ask facilitators about hosting paid programming online? Two facilitators had 

their programs impacted: Nick Cormier (stargazing) and Helen Iacovino 

(Labyrinth). As both programs really need onsite attendance, they can’t really do 

their programs online. I will try to touch base with the other facilitators once it 

appears August camping will be canceled...  

◦ Anne Bokma asked for list and contact info of participants so she could send 

online workshop info. 

 

Maintenance: aintenance  

● Terry’s hours have been cut back to 2 hours per week as of June 15th. If any 

emergency/essential work is necessary, he’ll be contracted per hour.  

● Luc has been working onsite with his own team to secure the Dave’s Cottage 

renovations to be paused.  

● Received funding to pay for Assistant Property Manager.  

 

Revenue Implications: 

Spent a long time in May preparing and editing a budget for each of the three 

scenarios: Opening before August, Opening in August, and Remaining Closed. 

An outlook table about where our account and available funds are expected to be 

at the end of the year (for each Plan) was also created. A table about Staff hours 

per month, tasks needed to be done, and potential coverage by CEWS was also 

created. This took the heaviest chunk of my work this month. It will be submitted 

by the Financial Committee before the Board meeting.  
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Seasonals: 

As contracted users of Unicamp, Seasonals do have priority access to Unicamp 

(as long as they respect the conditions of their contract and have paid their 

deposit) so a lot of planning to open considers that Seasonal Campers would get 

access as soon as we are able. This is not to say Occasional Campers are less 

important than Seasonal Campers, but we are obligated to hold up our end of the 

contract as muchs  

as we are able (when Unicamp is ready to open safely and government directives 

allow us to, we should allow Seasonals access to the grounds and/or overnight 

stay). Most seasonals have been very considerate of our current rules regarding 

scheduling access to check on their sites; they’ve also been very supportive in 

terms of offering to donate the refunds they are due.  

● One seasonal has decided not to return because they weren’t a member of any 

UU congregation and doesn’t want to become one. They offered to donate their 

trailer and all the fees paid. Need to process that trailer donation, along with 

Kosu’s trailer donation.  

 

Events:nts  

Most Event Rentals for 2020 have been postponed for 2020. Waiting for updates: 

Camp D (August), Houselinks (September), Wild Ginger (September), Small 

Wedding (September), Wild Ginger Planning Retreat (October).  

Event Rentals requiring Contract Updates with roll-over of Deposit Fees: A&K 

Wedding, M&E Wedding. 

 

Kid’s/Youth Programming: 

 

Most refunds have been processed. Preparing a communication for Kid’s and 

Youth families to thank them for their support and donations as well as tell them 

about our future programming plans.  

 

Occasional Campers: 

Campers  

● People haven’t been booking themselves; they tend to book through 

bookings@unicampofontario.ca . I tell them reservations are being taken but not 

payments at this time.  

● Occasional Campers can receive an e-mail with the Feedback Form about past 

Unicamp experiences and a general request for donations. On my to-do list but 

haven’t been able to do that.  

● Edits to Let’s Camp have been made so no reservations before August 

1st.  Contacted all reservations that had Meal Add-Ons to let them know we 

couldn’t open up our Kitchen  

safely and offer any meals. Some have opted to cancel their reservation. Others 

have decided they can cook their own meals.  

● Contacted all reservations that had Childcare Add-Ons to let them know we 

can’t offer Childcare safely (even if we do open). Waiting for responses.  

● Need to make a decision about dorms - can people stay in dorms if they are 

alone and make their own plans for meal prep?? 

 

Expenses Management:  

● Once we have voted on a plan and its Budget, I can enter into Quickbooks so 

that we can have a better idea of where our expenses fall within our budgeted 

amount. 
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Staffing: 

● Received funding for 7 Positions for Youth! Jenny and I are preparing a list of 

these positions.  

● The Public Services Health and Safety Association released this guidance 

document: COVID-19: Precautions When Working in a Day Camp  

○ This and other resources for Day Camps can be useful for our own planning and 

ensuring the health and safety of our staff.  

● Need to write amended contracts for FT Staff: Camp Director, Property 

Manager, Admin  

● Need to prepare contracts for PT Staff.  

 The Ministry of Labour are watching organizations much more closely than the 

Ministry of Health. From the province’s perspective, it is essential we do 

everything possible to ensure our staff members are safe.  

Since we became affiliates. Vyda and the CUC staff have shared resources on 

fundraising, finances, and board development as we've worked to operate as a 

responsible charity honoring its UU values. In addition, we have focused on 

increased Accessibility since receiving the Sharing Our Faith grant and are proud 

of the progress we've made so far. 

 

Other: 

◦ Newsletter needs to be sent out in 2 weeks following Board meeting!  

◦ CUC AGM took place on May 16th online. This is my CUC AGM report:  

 

 

 Firstly, Unicamp wants to share gratitude for the resources and 

support shared by the CUC since we became affiliates. Vyda and the 

CUC staff have shared resources on fundraising finances, and board 

development as we’ve worked to operate as a responsible charity 

honouring its UU values. In addition we have focused on increased 

accessibility since receiving the Sharing Our Faith grant and are 

proud of the progress we’ve made so far. 

 

If you don't know, Unicamp of Ontario is the only UU-owned 

campground in Canada. Fifty years ago a small group had the vision to 

create a summer camp for Unitarian children. Since 1969, Unicamp has 

grown into a gathering place for Canadian UU's of all ages. It's a place to 

be nourished in body and soul, to be immersed in nature, to connect with 

one another and to grow spiritually. If you ever chat with a Unicamper, 

they'll share memories like  

 

laughing with new friends around the campfire...  

 

seeing old friends again after the long cold months...  

 

letting go of self-doubt during Saturday dances... 

  

first jobs and first loves.... 

  

the list goes on and on.  
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The year, like so many UU congregations, Unicamp finds itself in a 

precarious position. COVID-19 has meant that the camp will remain 

closed until at least August First and the children's and youth programs 

have been cancelled for the 2020 season. As Katharine Childs mentioned 

last night, many families and individuals may be Grieving their summer 

plans; this is especially so for the Unicamp community. As the Board and 

Staff and Volunteers assess what's needed to make it safe to open 

Unicamp again, we've also been planning virtual programming to engage 

UU's of all ages. This programming will celebrate children's natural 

curiousity and love for nature while giving Youth and Adults the chance 

to socialize as if they were sitting by a relaxing campfire. Now, more than 

ever, Unicamp requires your support—whether it be by joining the Board, 

donating funds, or simply giving us a visit when camp is able to open 

safely. Be generous, so that Youth, Children, Seniors, Single Parents, and 

UU's of all ages can enjoy this remarkable space that serves our UU 

community. Please visit Unicamp of Ontario dot c a to or find us on 

Facebook as Unicamp of Ontario to learn more about how you can support 

Unicamp or take part in our programming. Thank you!  

 

 

◦ No Spring – No Summer – No Fall: Contact Let's Camp about suspending 

website for credit.  

◦ Still need a RIN to process vehicle donations.  

◦ Need to update list of Directors for Form 1. This may be a good use of Admin 

time.  

▪ 2017 is the last time we've sent in our Notice of Changes form  

▪ Best thing to do is go in person to Downtown Toronto: 375 University Ave.  

▪ Bring the name of the corporation and our # (000219924). Aquire the Profile 

Report.. It will cost $12. Use that document to fill out the Form 1. So, any 

director that's on there, we'll have to  remove. Anyone new will need to be added.  

▪ We can also mail request for profile report. Serviceontario.ca download forms 

#07249 Mailing in will take about a month.  

◦ Need to set up MyBA account - Treasurer?  

 

 

ED/Staff Report discussion/notes: 

 

Dave's: Luc and his team have pretty much finished up with the exterior/closing 

Dave's. Luc decided that work on leveling the building needed to be done now 

because the beams were rotten and the building was not aligned properly on the 

foundation posts, which could have potentially ruined the materials purchased for 

the renovation. “I will prepare the invoice tonight so I can pay my helpers too. I 

only need to install the fascia (material is already in site, but not urgent) and 

verify all plumbing holes to make sure critters don't move in.” 

 

Property Meeting between Property Chair, Property Manager, Camp Director and 

Yvette should happen in the next couple of weeks to discuss work onsite. 

 

There was an operational decision made to prepare a confidential agreement with 

a seasonal camper concerned about accommodation needs. We stated: “Site 

dimensions will be adjusted to standards but adjacent site will not be used as 

overflow, will remain a regeneration site.” As this is an operational decision, it 
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doesn't really require a board motion, but progress had stalled on the Customer 

Service (Accommodation) Policy that addresses this and other requests for 

accommodation. I would like to review the Draft as written in spring and present 

to the Board in July, in advance of the potential August opening, so that 

clarifications are made about communication of accommodation requests from 

staff to board and staff to newly hired staff so that accommodations aren't lost. 

Though I feel like it is unsafe to open Overflow camping in August, I'm waiting 

for the Board's decision about reopening at all before meeting with Jenny about 

that. If the Board feel that it's important to have an overflow site available for a 

weekend or two throughout the summer there are other potential spaces this could 

happen which means that having the regeneration zone closed for camping doesn't 

come with any lost revenue for camp. 

 

Jenny and Yvette prepared a statement around Racial Justice and the 

organization's need to be proactive in inclusion. We have a lot of assessing to do 

of our policies, etc. It's not any easy task, especially when we're facing the 

pandemic and its impact on Unicamp, but I do feel we made a good first step that 

will need to be followed up with action. 

 

Treasurer’s 

Report 

Iris REPORT FROM THE TREASURER            June 6, 2020  

MOTIONS PROPOSED;   

1. It is recommended to the Board to disband the Financial Committee, based on 

the work completed.     

2. It is recommended that the Board preserve $40,000 in GIC on the due date July 

26, 2020 with the remainder $23,122 to be released toward renovation of Dave’s 

cottage account.  

3. Having costed out 3 options, it is recommended that the staff begin planning 

for opening on August 1, 2020 called Scenario B. 

FINANCIAL SITUATION 

Thanks to the work of Rich, Nicole, Jenny and Yvette, our Financial Committee 

has met weekly for two months.  The Summer Jobs grant was approved.  Our 

recommendation is to begin arrangements to be ready for opening August 1, 

2020.  This would reduce our losses by $20,000 to an expected year end $9,823 

net loss.   

  

With the status quo, camp would run a $30,830 net loss, if we were to remain 

property being closed and conducting activities remotely. There is an option to 

open as soon as permitted, which is also costed out below. Further rationale was 

summarized by Jenny included below. 

  

 CURRENT UPDATES 

  

QUICK BOOKS printouts show actual expenses are $43, 597 to date   

QB lists  $104, 651 in revenue from January to date. Much of this may be 

refunded depending on the option of opening camp. 

These QB figures do not show the grants of $37,766 from Ottawa nor the bank 

loan/grant of $40,000 

  

 

 

Board 

members 

to come 

prepared to 

next 

meeting 

talk about 

specifics 

around 

“bottom 

line” for 

financial 

responsibil

ity for 

camp 

bankruptcy 
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The Canada Summer Jobs Grant was just recently approved for $28,000 to cover 

1,800 hours over 7 individual positions.     

  

A careful list prepared by Yvette lists our earned revenue from Jan-May 2020 as 

$1,610. 

After receiving the $40,000 loan and $3,432 for wage subsidy there is $145,742 

in our bank account.  

  

The 3 GICs remain at $63,122. 

The wheelchair liability and the Forever Fund liability questions have been 

addressed. It is important to honour these legacies and to retain funds for 2021.   

 

EXPENSES & REVENUES FOR OPENING CAMP  -  revised June 6, 2020 

We will adhere strictly to all regulations regarding COVID 19 

We will ensure our staff are safe and adequately protected. 

The Executive Director and/Camp Director plan to contact the local Health Office 

and seek their advice. 

We plan to identify as many scenarios as possible and our response 

     Cleaning washrooms  

     Dispersing groups who violate guidelines/laws 

     Out of province 14 day isolation 

     Day passes/visitors Is this wise 

     Absolute closing of Dinning Hall etc.  

     How we deal with a single resident who displays COVID symptoms 

     There will be more. 

 

Yvette has prepared 3 Scenarios in chronological order:  

A – limited opening when permitted $4,019    net loss  

B – August 1st opening   $9,823 net loss 

C -  property remains closed, activities online.  Net loss $30,830 

 The income is $9,000 from 2 solar panels, and $3,000 in merchandise sales. 

The Canada Summer Jobs Grant was just recently approved for $28,000 to cover 

1,800 hours over 7 individual positions.    The government grants are listed at 

$37,766 because of the CEWS grant bringing this amount as high as $46,566 

The bulk of variable costs are the wages.  CEWS means camp receives 10% 

wage subsidy.  Unicamp has already spent $22,100.71 this year for FT 

wages.  Plan C plans for $19,200 in wages for the remaining 7 months. Plan B - 

$25,900. Plan A - $26,900. 

     Plan A  Plan B   Plan C 

Payroll Part-time Summer Staff  $28,020            $28,020         $3,300 

Payroll for our 4 year-round staff      $49,000   $48,000                $41,300 

Income Camping, Cottages, Dorms,  $38,300             $33,900                    0 

Seasonal     

Grants (CEWS + CSJ)                         22,519             20,019          13,719 
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RATIONALE FOR EACH SCENARIO 

 

A-  Open before August - (Day Visits in June / July) 

 Communal gathering areas (campfire pits, dining hall, spiritual centre, 

beaches) will be closed or, if permitted by regulation, opened but with a sign-

up schedule to ensure social distancing can be maintained. 

 Begin with Day Pass visits for Seasonals and others within a window. 

Suggested price for Day Pass Visit: $12/adult, $6/kids to allow for admin fees 

and cost of cleaning materials.   

 Seasonal Refund calculated by number of weeks without Day Access ($68 per 

week refund or 5%) and number of weeks with allowed day access to 

Unicamp ($40 per week refund or 3%).  

 Potential Day Visit Income for June: 30 Days * 2 Visits per day 

(Morning/Afternoon) *$12 day pass  = $720. July: $744.  

 Pre-schedule a 4-hour visit window with Camp Director. 

 If we are opening we will need public bathrooms open. Suggested bathrooms 

are all outhouses plus the spiritual centre bathroom (accessible from exterior 

of building). These will need to be deep cleaned. 

 

POTENTIAL INCOME   $116,058 

POTENTIAL EXPENSES  119,878  

NET LOSS                              4,019 for Scenario A 

 

B - Open August 1, 2020 -  

 Communal gathering areas (campfire pits, dining hall, spiritual centre, 

beaches) will be closed or, if permitted by regulation, opened but with a sign-

up schedule to ensure social distancing can be maintained. 

 Seasonals and Campers have overnight access. Seasonal Site fees reduced by 

60%. Kitchen will remain closed; need to notify all reservations who 

requested meals. Total Potential income between $14,500 and $22,000 

(depending on if reservations who ordered meals end up cancelling because 

Kitchen is closed).  

 Adult programming will need to be evaluated individually - space, number of 

participants, etcs. Need to make a decision about August Childcare - 45 

ordered so far ($15 per morning). Potential income from childcare in August: 

$675. Need to plan who would facilitate and if there are safety issues to 

consider (day camp recommendations?) 

 Shouldn’t have overflow camping - campers spaced out as much as possible 

 Dorms should be reserved privately - no shared sleeping. 

 If we are opening we will need public bathrooms open. Suggested bathrooms 

are all outhouses plus the spiritual centre bathroom (accessible from exterior 

of building). These will need to be deep cleaned. 

 We cannot responsibly or safely open the Dining Room for seating or meal 

service. 

 

POTENTIAL INCOME   $109,204 

POTENTIAL EXPENSES  118,827 

NET   LOSS                            9,823    for Scenario B 
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C -   Remain Closed 

The balances from the deposits from Seasonal Campsite rentals would be totally 

refunded and deposit rolled over for 2021. 

 

POTENTIAL INCOME   $69,462 

POTENTIAL EXPENSES 100,093 

NET  LOSS                           30,830 if camp remains closed 

 

PROPOSED PLANS FOR OPENING UNICAMP 

 

Camp Director Jenny has prepared these Responses: 

1. What are the government rules? 

Currently (as of May 23rd 2020) these are the rules in place: 

Ontario Regulation 219/20 

Seasonal campgrounds  (#3.1)  

“ Every person who operates a seasonal campground shall ensure that, 

(a) campsites are made available only for trailers and recreational vehicles that, 

(i) are used by individuals who do not have another residence in Canada and are 

in need of housing during the emergency period, or 

(ii) are permitted to be there by the terms of a full season contract; 

(b) only campsites with electricity, water service and facilities for sewage 

disposal are provided for use; 

(c) all recreational facilities in the campground, and all other shared facilities in 

the campground such as washrooms, are closed; and 

(d) other areas of the seasonal campground are closed to the general public and 

are only opened for the purpose of preparing the seasonal campground for 

reopening.” 

2. what will social distancing mean and how do we enforce? 

Outside of household bubble, campers will need to maintain 2m of distance 

between one another and staff/contractors.  Communal gathering areas (campfire 

pits, dining hall, spiritual centre, beaches) will be closed or, if permitted by 

regulation, opened but with a sign up schedule to ensure social distancing can be 

maintained.   

  

3. Are there limits of group sizes? 

No groups outside of household bubble including campers who may share a 

seasonal site but are not part of the same household bubble outside of the camp 

environment 

  

4. Do we need a deep clean before opening? 

Dining hall and spiritual centre to remain closed.  If we are opening we will need 

public bathrooms open.  Suggested bathrooms are all outhouses plus the spiritual 

centre bathroom (accessible from exterior of building)  These will need to be deep 

cleaned.  I could do this for all bathrooms/outhouses over two days.   

  

5. Which buildings - if any will open? 
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Outhouses, spiritual program centre’s bathroom, dining hall showers if we are 

open for overnight camping 

6. What supplies do we need for staff? 

2 cloth masks per staff member, 10 pairs rubber gloves, 10 spray bottles, 2 cases 

paper towel, 6 brooms.  Chemical cleaners are available at camp in ample supply 

for operating the campground and washrooms. 

7. Will we need to test? 

Covid-19 tests are prohibitively expensive and should be reserved for settings 

where they are more essential.  We could require temperature checks but doing 

this ourselves puts the temperature checker within 2m of guests or requires all 

guests to be handling the same thermometers. 

Better practice would be to ask anyone with any present symptoms or having 

experienced symptoms within the previous two weeks not to come to camp  (we 

would need to provide a symptom list list based on up to date guidelines) 

8. which toilets will be available and who will clean - how often - protective 

gear? 

See equipment needed above.  All outhouses and spiritual centre 

bathroom.  Cleaning schedule requires two step disinfection 3 or 4 times per day 

for each open bathroom. 

9. the more people the greater chance of spread? 

Yes.  also the more people the greater the chance of spread within each 

community they are traveling to/from 

10. the smaller the facility the greater chance of spread and the virus lasting 

longer? 

Only if the smallness of the facility necessitates physical proximity.  Not a 

concern with current number of seasonal sites.  A concern if all campsites were to 

be filled simultaneously  

11. If someone becomes sick and they are alone -quarantine? transportation to 

hospital? 

As soon as any Covid-19 symptoms present, individual would need to return to 

their primary residence and self isolate/seek emergency hospital care if 

required.  Transportation to hospital from camp, only for suddenly arising 

emergencies (broken bones, cardiac events, etc.) 

12. Should we require at least 2 people per trailer? 

No 

13. What will be the monitoring responsibility etc of staff? 

If any staff member witnesses campers not adhering to directives issued by camp 

and/or public heath they are to address the camper directly and report incident to 

director.  Failure to comply may result in that camper loosing access to camp for 

the season or 2020 and 2021 seasons at the discretion of the director (in 

conjunction with the executive director) 

14. Can we have rentals without kitchen being open? 

We can have campsite/seasonal rentals.  Opening for rentals to other groups 

implies gatherings in numbers greater than we can responsibly accommodate.  It 

is that threshold more so than kitchen access that determines our ability to offer 

site rentals. 

15. How do we manage both food distribution and dining room seating? 

We cannot responsibly or safely open the dining room for seating or meal 

service.  Too many surfaces to regularly be disinfecting and creates a small space 

where campers may congregate.  Dining room should remain closed.  All campers 
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and staff responsible for their own food preparation.  Will need facilities available 

to make this possible.   

 

Discussion of Treasurer’s Report: 

We have $63,000. Forever fund is a liability. It is an IOU that we cannot use. 

Early August is when we are getting the funds from the GIC's. 

There is $63,000 in the bank that we can use. $40k was chosen to put into a GIC 

so that the government loan of $40k will be able to be paid back in 2022.  We 

have ($145k) in the account right now but we have about $50k once you factor in 

refunds, etc.  The recommendation by the Financial Committee is to preserve 

$40k in the GIC and the remainder is reserved for Dave's cottage renovation. Will 

need to talk about how long the money will go into GIC's. Six months or 3 

months, put $20k for a year, $20k for 6 months? We have a shortage predicted for 

2020 that is between $5k and $10k. 

It is unknown whether in 2021 camp may still have Covid restrictions. It was 

proposed that the motion include that we proceed with Dave's cottage. Worst case 

scenario we can borrow money from the bank and still renovate Dave's. 

Recommendation for Motion 2 is not going to fly. Re-reads 2nd motion. A 

suggestion was made to lower the amount in GIC to $30k. 

The motion does not indicate the amount of time in money is in savings. Suggest 

that finance comes to July meeting with a plan for GIC's. 1 month, 3 months, 6 

months, a year? If we pass this motion now, we can proceed with Dave's cottage.  

Vote on motion: It is recommended that the Board preserve $40,000 in GIC 

on the due date July 26, 2020 with the remainder $23,122 to be released 

toward renovation of Dave’s cottage account. Financial Director moves. Rich 

seconds. Three votes in favour. One abstention. So moved. 

Financial committee has exhausted its mandate; is there a motion to 

disband? Not needed if there was not a motion to create it. 

ED report:  regarding AGM – Will it be held online? 

Board: There may be a second wave in September.  Online may ensure we can 

hold the AGM regardless of the state of Covid infection rate. Some delegates and 

board members could be at risk due to age and other disabilities if the meeting is 

in person.  There may be other members in the same position. AGM online will 

take a lot of hours in organizing, getting reports in early so that the delegate 

packages can get out early. There was support in arranging a Zoom meeting. 

Motion – AGM will be online on September 5 at 1:30 pm. 

All in favour.  Motion is passed. 

Governance 

Report 

Rich   

Long Range 

Planning 

 

 

 

 Proposal Submitted by Nicole Cormier 

UNICAMP OF ONTARIO LONG RANGE PLANNING, 

5 YEAR GOALS  

Formatted Report appears below.  

**Note: this is a draft report that has not yet been 

approved by the board** 
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    21:10    Long Range Planning Report Discussion: 

Fundraising – A big push for merchandise (projected income of $4k), includes 

Long-sleeve t-shirt, Thermos mug, picnic blanket and fanny pack.  Target: 25-

35-year-old (young adult). Everything priced between $30-35 dollars. 

Merchandise is ordered online, printed, and shipped. Unicamp does not pay for 

it until orders are made.  Other: general means of programming, etc online. 

General donations, ask for other demographics.  Hoping to have a video at the 

end of June from past staff members, need help sharing! Also hoping to 

include an add-on donation for a Campership where it will go towards BIPOC 

families. Can be added to our Canada Helps page, Merch page as well. 

Long Range Planning:  Five– Year Report. Overall Plan is in each meeting we 

are going to be adding another couple of topics to it. Going further out in time– 

Off-season Children's Programming. Based on how many people signed up at 

the time. We are trying to get more mature staff members to stick around 

longer; if they have a job from  April – October it will bring people back year 

after year. We will have to work around water turn on. This will make us more 

sustainable. 

Suggestions: Mansfield does that presently. there are a lot of places like 

Waldorf and alternatives that do day programs that we can tap into. Try 

Homeschooling groups. 

 Exclusive Use rentals. Can be a little confusing as to why this is important, 

making us as sustainable as possible. This works in the events industry. One 

can make a lot of money and supplement camp income. This is a really great 

way to explore options and diversify our audience. There is a lot to think about, 

it can be tricky to figure out what can be used by the Seasonals and the rental 

events in common. It seems difficult to differentiate that. If I were having a 

wedding, I'd say I needed everything. Seasonals have not respected boundaries 

in the past. It is very understandable, but guests may feel it's wonky. It does not 

look like we are doing events properly. 

Question: Are you saying that it's OK for people to be onsite during semi-

Private events? It has to be clear to campers that they don't use the facilities 

that those groups are using. People would have to get used to the idea that 

these are not open facilities. Would private events earn as much as Wild 

Ginger for example? 

 Could earn as much as Wild Ginger but don't get the exclusive use. 

Concern: Weddings and other private rentals may take every/many weekends.  

Not permitting shared use limits the time seasonal campers can use their sites 

on these weekends.  

Point of information: Weddings, last year we had none, this year we had 3 

scheduled before Covid. 

Discussion: You're right in some respects but we won't sell out every weekend. 

3-4 weekends at most. Our mandate is Children's Programming. A wedding 

brings in new and extra people and we need that to survive. We only have 2 

weddings a year. I understand about the community access. We close for Kid's 
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Camp. The reward for 150 people who have never come before experiencing 

the camp outweighs the fact some people may not be able to come up 1 – 2 

weekends per year. We need to better market ourselves. We did not do 

anything to ensure our staff presence was awesome. We need to be represented 

the best way we can be. We are trying to get that business. 

Question: Is it possible to do the follow-up; let us see if we get more people 

because they came for a wedding ceremony or event. We won’t know if this is 

a good strategy unless we keep records. 

Discussion – Very tricky to get the exact numbers. We can talk about it next 

meeting. Send questions that need to be addressed before the next meeting.  

Seasonals – Need to remember that maybe 5 of 900 emails in my inbox were 

about children. We do not need to focus so much on the Seasonals issues. 

Thinking there should be a rotation (more equitable). Some persons went on 

the seasonal wait list when young because they thought they may have it by the 

time they were 40. Lots of young people are on the Seasonal Wait List. People 

can volunteer to say if they would only want it for 1 year. Trailers can be 

moved (can be put on a trailer bed). Our policy was and still is that trailers 

must be moveable. If somebody does not do that, it's their problem. It's not our 

responsibility. If seasonals don't want to move their trailer and they are willing 

to share the trailer, they can figure it out. Moving out trailers that are not used 

would help make Unicamp cleaner. In the long term it would be best.  

Discussion: When people say they are Seasonals they are camping for a full 

year (April to Oct). Seasonals at Unicamp feel a little more permanent than at 

other campgrounds as they have been at the same sites for 10,20 or 30 years. 

We may lose a lot of people with this change to yearly access; rotation may 

need to be adjusted to 2 years. A Rotation seems to be very fair. Going to have 

a tricky time passing the plan because there are a lot of conflicts of interest. 

Seasonals think of Unicamp as their home, and this comes with a sense of 

Entitlement (including Staff and Board). Would hope that with a rotation, 

people would understand it's a community and treat people like that. The fewer 

entrenched campers, the more they'd be willing to go with any changes to 

rules, etc. Therefore, less resistance to change.  

Point of information:  Policies have been made after certain incidents and some 

seasonals got grandfathered in even if not in adherence to a ruling. That is why 

after 50 years we have many exceptions, but there has been no record of these 

agreements. 

Is the issue the amount of time that is spent on Seasonals? If a Seasonal is on a 

site for 2 years rather than 20 would it be a lesser issue? What kind of energy 

would campers put into unicamp, including donations, if they are only there for 

1 year. Many years ago all campers needed to move to parking lot and draw 

sites by lot. Interesting that people can now “swap” with this plan. There was 

some agreement overall except for the time period. 

Going to have issues with people who have a certain amount of equipment, 

moving it somewhere else. $500 for storage seems like a lot of money. It is 

$100+ per month. $500 is a reasonable Storage fee until they can move items 

from their site. Buffer time until it can be moved. 
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What about Accommodation requests?  Unless there is a legitimate 

accessibility concern, we can't give specific sites for anybody in particular. 

One person cannot dictate exactly what they want. We have the right to say we 

do not have to accommodate all requests if an expense to Unicamp creates 

financial difficulties or is against our principles. What about cutting the 

number of Seasonal Sites? It will give people more of a chance to be at camp. 

More sites will be available for August.  What about if staff have a seasonal 

site? This would have to be on a case-by-case basis. Staff would have to 

change sites. Good thing about putting this together now is that we have a 

blank slate from Covid to make big changes. Change the storage cost to 

monthly, going with commercial rate. We are not supposed to be giving lower 

than the commercial rate fees. 

 Seasonal contracts are actually temporary. This shouldn't prevent staff from 

creating policy. Those with trailers should remove them when the time comes. 

If this starts to go forward, allow people who have been onsite for an 

exceptionally long time to move their sites. 

Thanks for this plan. Will have a different impact to those who have been on 

wait list for a long time. The time has come to start new and fresh. 

Next report will have 2-3 more suggestions for long term. 

 

 

 

 

Communications 

Report 

Jeff Jeff has been updating the website to reflect the cancellations/changes in our 

schedule due to COVID. Please take a look at the website and let Jeff know if you 

notice anything that needs to be updated. A newsletter is being prepared that is 

aimed at Unicamp families (parents & caregivers of children who would have 

attended Children’s camp this summer). It will include a message from Yvette to 

Uncamp families, info about our online summer programming options, an 

announcement/reminder of the “Unicamp Forever” fundraiser, and a call for 

volunteers for the 2020-21 Board of Directors. 

 

Seasonal Campers 

 

 

Julie, 

Yvette 

  

Nominating 

Committee 

 Barb Wentworth, Ann Bokma, Nicole Cormier are on nominating committee – 

sending a letter to reach out to congregations to seek qualified Board members 

 

New Business    
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Announcement of 

next meeting, 

Closing words 

Janice Tuesday, July 7, 2020, 7:30-9:30 pm Online   

Zoom URL: will be e-mailed to participants   

 

We may miss Kosu. She sends Regrets 

All in favour of adjournment.  Passed 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Parking Lot:   

● Emergency Order, impact on Unicamp 2020 

● AODA 2020 requirements (Yvette/Janice) 

● Update bylaws to take out individual membership option at next AGM 

(Rich) 

● OCA membership and future accreditation (Yvette) 

● Program Development support (Yvette, input from Iris) 

● Kitchen menu/healthy food diet (Yvette, Theresa) 

● Volunteer coordination (staff function) and volunteer roles (Yvette) 

● Forums for public consultation (Theresa) 

● Outreach - Sue Berlove 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Executive Director Report 

June 2020 
Yvette Salinas - 38 hours paid work, 26 hours volunteered 

 (see ED Hourly Reporting Spreadsheet) 
 
Most work this past month has been focused on Covid-19 and the potential to re-open Unicamp. Following are some of my notes. 
 

Programing Calendar 
Considerations 

3 Potential Scenarios:  

◦ Plan A: Open before August - (Day Visits in June and/or July) 
▪ Begin with Day Pass visits for Seasonals and others within a window. Suggested price for Day 

Pass Visit: $12/adult, $6/kids to allow for admin fees and cost of cleaning materials.  
▪ Seasonal Refund calculated by number of weeks without Day Access ($68 per week refund or 

5%) and number of weeks with allowed day access to Unicamp ($40 per week refund or 3%).  
▪ Potential Day Visit Income for June: 30 Days * 2 Visits per day (Morning/Afternoon) *$12 day 

pass  = $720. July: $744.  
▪ Pre-schedule a 4-hour visit window with Camp Director (How far in advance?) 
▪ Overnighting becomes available to Seasonals when legislation allows; open to all campers in 

August (See info below) 
◦ Plan B: Open in August -  

▪ Seasonals and Campers have overnight access. Seasonal Site fees reduced by 60%. Kitchen will 
remain closed; need to notify all reservations who requested meals. Total Potential income 
between $12,000 and $22,000 (depending on if reservations who ordered meals end up 
cancelling because Kitchen is closed).  

▪ Adult programming will need to be evaluated individually - space, number of participants, 
etcs. Need to make a decision about August Childcare - 45 ordered so far ($15 per morning). 
Potential income from childcare in August: $675. Need to plan who would facilitate and if there 
are safety issues to consider (day camp recommendations?) 

▪ Shouldn’t have overflow camping - campers spaced out as much as possible 
▪ Dorms should be reserved privately - no shared sleeping. 
▪ Need to assess each adult program (see Programming Calendar 2020, below) for safety and 

contact facilitators/participants with info by July. 
◦ Plan C:  Remain Closed. Seasonal balances are refunded and deposit rolled over for 2021. 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SL5fWBq26A1Gxn7_p0dT0ailpCGFz4mWN5jU10oQPqY/edit?usp=sharing


Current Programming Calendar 2020 - Needs to be updated. 

July 2020 

Sun Jul 5 - Board Meeting 

 

August 2020 

Sat Aug 1 - Labyrinth Workshop and Walk Focusing on the Journey Theme 

 

Mon Aug 3 - Permaculture 

Tue Aug 4 - Sun Aug 9 - Camp Diversabilitiy - Still decided whether to run 

Fri Aug 7 - Sun Aug 9 - Sacred Circle Dance 

Sat Aug 8 - Fri Aug 14: Dog Friendly Weekend + Week Family Camp Week 1: 
Kitchener-Waterloo/Cambridge 

Sun Aug 9 - Board Meeting 

Mon Aug 10 - Fri Aug 14 - Grown: Your Sexual Self 

Thu Aug 13 - Ukulele Buddies - Unconfirmed (8/13 or 8/27) 

Sun Aug 16 - Fri Aug 21 - Family Camp Week 2: Guelph, Peterborough, Hamilton and friends 

Mon Aug 17 - Fri Aug 21 - Fiber Arts 

Fri Aug 21 - Soulo Theatre Workshop 

Wed Aug 19 - Peace Valley Ranch Visit 

Fri Aug 21 - Sun Aug 23 - Magic of Music with Michael Moon 

 

All day - Sun Aug 23 - Write and Tell Your Story with Anne Bokma 

Sat Aug 22 - Sun Aug 23 - Bruce Trail Hiking 

Sun Aug 23 - Fri Aug 28 - Family Camp Week 3: GTA 

Mon Aug 24 - Sun Aug 30 - Wellness Week 

Fri Aug 28  - Sun Aug 30 The Power of Self-Compassion 

 



Sat Aug 29 - Fri Sep 4 Public Speaking 

Aug 29 - Sun Aug 30 The Return of the Crone 

Sun Aug 30 - Fri Sep 4 Connecting with Nature Art Retreat 

Sun Aug 30 -  Gender Splendour Discussion 

 

September 2020 

Sat Sep 5 10:00am - 12:00pm Visioning Session 

Sat Sep 5 1:30pm - 5:30pm AGM 

Sun Sep 6 Fairy Walk 

Tue Sep 8 - Fri Sep 11 Houselinks NEED TO CONFIRM 

Fri Sep 11 - Sun Sep 13 Anne Bokma Storytelling Workshop 2 

Wed Sep 16 Wild Ginger NEED TO CONFIRM 

Sat Sep 26 M & E Mini-Wedding 

 

October 2020 

Sat Oct 3  - Sun Oct 4 - Wild Ginger Retreat? 

Sat Oct 10 - Mon Oct 12 - Thanksgiving & Dog Friendly Weekend 

Sun Oct 11 - Welcoming Winter Work Weekend (Unconfirmed) 

Thu Oct 15 - Camp Closes 

 

 

July Board Meeting scheduled for July 5th. Move to online or hold onsite (gathering of ~10)? Board 
should make a decision about this. 

Online Programming for fundraising is being organized by Nicole, with Jenny and Leila: 

◦ Large (2 weeks) 
◦ Talent Show July 5th 

 



◦ Dance                      July 25th 

◦ Scavenger Hunt August 8th 

◦ Campfire August 21st 
◦  
◦ Small (between the large ones) 
◦ Pat Trudeau service (only if she can volunteer her time) 
◦ Michael Moon song service (only if he can volunteer his time) 
◦ Adrian Nature Workshop/Walk 

Ask facilitators about hosting paid programming online? Two facilitators had their programs 
impacted: Nick Cormier (stargazing) and Helen Iacovino (Labyrinth). As both programs really need 
onsite attendance, they can’t really do their programs online. I will try to touch base with the other 
facilitators once it appears August camping will be canceled… 

◦ Anne Bokma asked for list and contact info of participants so she could send online workshop info. 

Maintenance 

● Terry’s hours have been cut back to 2 hours per week as of June 15th. If any emergency/essential work 
is necessary, he’ll be contracted per hour. 

● Luc has been working onsite with his own team to secure the Dave’s Cottage renovations to be paused. 

● Received funding to pay for Assistant Property Manager. 

 

Revenue 
Implications 

Spent a long time in May preparing and editing a budget for each of the three scenarios: Opening before 
August, Opening in August, and Remaining Closed. An outlook table about where our account and available 
funds are expected to be at the end of the year (for each Plan) was also created. A table about Staff hours per 
month, tasks needed to be done, and potential coverage by CEWS was also created. This took the heaviest 
chunk of my work this month. It will be submitted by the Financial Committee before the Board meeting. 

 



Seasonals 

As contracted users of Unicamp, Seasonals do have priority access to Unicamp (as long as they respect 
the conditions of their contract and have paid their deposit) so a lot of planning to open considers that 
Seasonal Campers would get access as soon as we are able. This is not to say Occasional Campers are 
less important than Seasonal Campers, but we are obligated to hold up our end of the contract as much 
as we are able (when Unicamp is ready to open safely and government directives allow us to, we should 
allow Seasonals access to the grounds and/or overnight stay). Most seasonals have been very 
considerate of our current rules regarding scheduling access to check on their sites; they’ve also been 
very supportive in terms of offering to donate the refunds they are due. 

● One seasonal has decided not to return because they weren’t a member of any UU congregation and 
doesn’t want to become one. They offered to donate their trailer and all the fees paid. Need to process 
that trailer donation, along with Kosu’s trailer donation.  

Events 

Most Event Rentals for 2020 have been postponed for 2020. Waiting for updates: Camp D (August), 
Houselinks (September), Wild Ginger (September), Small Wedding (September), Wild Ginger 
Planning Retreat (October).  

Event Rentals requiring Contract Updates with roll-over of Deposit Fees: A&K Wedding, M&E 
Wedding. 

Kid's/Youth 
Programming 

Most refunds have been processed. 

Preparing a communication for Kid’s and Youth families to thank them for their support and 
donations as well as tell them about our future programming plans. 

 

Occasional Campers 

● Edits to Let’s Camp have been made so no reservations before August 1st. 
● People haven’t been booking themselves; they tend to book through bookings@unicampofontario.ca  . 

I tell them reservations are being taken but not payments at this time. 
● Occasional Campers can receive an e-mail with the Feedback Form about past Unicamp experiences 

and a general request for donations. On my to-do list but haven’t been able to do that. 
● Contacted all reservations that had Meal Add-Ons to let them know we couldn’t open up our Kitchen 

 



safely and offer any meals. Some have opted to cancel their reservation. Others have decided they can 
cook their own meals. 

● Contacted all reservations that had Childcare Add-Ons to let them know we can’t offer Childcare 
safely (even if we do open). Waiting for responses. 

● Need to make a decision about dorms - can people stay in dorms if they are alone and make their own 
plans for meal prep?? 

Expenses 
Management 

● Once we have voted on a plan and its Budget, I can enter into Quickbooks so that we can have a better 
idea of where our expenses fall within our budgeted amount. 

Staffing 

● Received funding for 7 Positions for Youth! Jenny and I are preparing a list of these positions. 
● Need to write amended contracts for FT Staff: Camp Director, Property Manager, Admin 
● Need to prepare contracts for PT Staff. 
● The Public Services Health and Safety Association released this guidance document: COVID-19:            

Precautions When Working in a Day Camp  
○ This and other resources for Day Camps can be useful for our own planning and ensuring the 

health and safety of our staff. 
● The Ministry of Labour are watching organizations much more closely than the Ministry of Health. 

From the province’s perspective, it is essential we do everything possible to ensure our staff members 
are safe. 

Other 

◦ Newsletter needs to be sent out in 2 weeks following Board meeting! 
◦ CUC AGM took place on May 16th online. This is my report: 

▪     
▪ Firstly, Unicamp wants to share gratitude for the resources and support shared by the CUC 

since we became affiliates. Vyda and the CUC staff have shared resources on fundraising, 
finances, and board development as we've worked to operate as a responsible charity honoring 
its UU values. In addition, we have focused on increased Accessibility since receiving the 
Sharing Our Faith grant and are proud of the progress we've made so far. 

If you don't know, Unicamp of Ontario is the only UU-owned campground in Canada. Fifty 
years ago a small group had the vision to create a summer camp for Unitarian children. Since 1969, 

 

https://oca29.wildapricot.org/EmailTracker/LinkTracker.ashx?linkAndRecipientCode=V19qzb3e8HXTvEoBexNm6IOMj7y13Urf4F%2f9yPGMTw4zayjJFEkYUvJiEBnmihBOEfGZkGLB4j4xTuFc1YRIzXCAvsQKOn6m0SN4OoJ98O0%3d
https://oca29.wildapricot.org/EmailTracker/LinkTracker.ashx?linkAndRecipientCode=V19qzb3e8HXTvEoBexNm6IOMj7y13Urf4F%2f9yPGMTw4zayjJFEkYUvJiEBnmihBOEfGZkGLB4j4xTuFc1YRIzXCAvsQKOn6m0SN4OoJ98O0%3d
https://oca29.wildapricot.org/EmailTracker/LinkTracker.ashx?linkAndRecipientCode=V19qzb3e8HXTvEoBexNm6IOMj7y13Urf4F%2f9yPGMTw4zayjJFEkYUvJiEBnmihBOEfGZkGLB4j4xTuFc1YRIzXCAvsQKOn6m0SN4OoJ98O0%3d


Unicamp has grown into a gathering place for Canadian UU's of all ages. It's a place to be nourished 
in body and soul, to be immersed in nature, to connect with one another and to grow spiritually. If 
you ever chat with a Unicamper, they'll share memories like 

laughing with new friends around the campfire... 

seeing old friends again after the long cold months... 

letting go of self-doubt during Saturday dances... 

first jobs and first loves.... 

the list goes on and on. 

The year, like so many UU congregations, Unicamp finds itself in a precarious position. 
COVID-19 has meant that the camp will remain closed until at least August First and the children's 
and youth programs have been cancelled for the 2020 season. As Katharine Childs mentioned last 
night, many families and individuals may be Grieving their summer plans; this is especially so for 
the Unicamp community. As the Board and Staff and Volunteers assess what's needed to make it safe 
to open Unicamp again, we've also been planning virtual programming to engage UU's of all ages. 
This programming will celebrate children's natural curiousity and love for nature while giving Youth 
and Adults the chance to socialize as if they were sitting by a relaxing campfire. Now, more than 
ever, Unicamp requires your support—whether it be by joining the Board, donating funds, or simply 
giving us a visit when camp is able to open safely. Be generous, so that Youth, Children, Seniors, 
Single Parents, and UU's of all ages can enjoy this remarkable space that serves our UU community. 
Please visit Unicamp of Ontario dot c a to or find us on Facebook as Unicamp of Ontario to learn 
more about how you can support Unicamp or take part in our programming. Thank you! 

 

◦ No Spring – No Summer – No Fall: Contact Let's Camp about suspending website for credit. 
◦ Still need a RIN to process vehicle donations.  
◦ Need to update list of Directors for Form 1. This may be a good use of Admin time. 

▪ 2017 is the last time we've sent in our Notice of Changes form 
▪ Best thing to do is go in person to Downtown Toronto: 375 University Ave. 
▪ Bring the name of the corporation and our # (000219924). Aquire the Profile Report.. It will 

cost $12. Use that document to fill out the Form 1. So, any director that's on there, we'll have to 

 



remove. Anyone new will need to be added. 
▪ We can also mail request for profile report. Serviceontario.ca download forms #07249 Mailing 

in will take about a month. 
◦ Need to set up MyBA account - Treasurer? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://serviceontario.ca/


Unicamp of Ontario

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed

INCOME
4000 Merchandise sales

Camping
Cottages
Day Pass
Dorms*
Seasonal*

Children's Camp
Youth Camps

4030 Program revenue

4101 Donations - receipted
4102 Donations - non-receipted

4200 Grants
4210 Revenue from Govt
GST/HST 40%

Membership

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed

50 3,000 3,000 3,000

4,400 4,400 0
4,000 4,000 0

500 100 0
0 0 0

22,500 19,200 0

3496.81 3496.81 3496.81
0 0 0

1,000 1,000 0

710 15,000 15,000 15,000
7665.67 0 0 0

46,566 44,066 37766
193.18 1000 1000 1000
886.29 0 0 0

85 200 200 200



Unicamp of Ontario

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed

Meals

Services

Solar Revenue

5010 Food purchases
Cost of Goods Sold

Total Income

GROSS INCOME

EXPENSES
6000 Advertising and promotion

6010 Travel and vehicle expense

6020 Interest & Bank charges
Credit Card Processing Fees
Energy Surcharge
6030 Licenses Memberships and 
Dues
6040 Office supplies and expenses

0 0 0

5,396 4,741 0

2496.42 9,000 9,000 9,000

200 200 500
0 0 0

$116,258.96 $102,707.40 $62,966.00

$116,258.96 $102,507.40 $62,466.00

500 500

516.74 1,500 1,500 1000

4 200 200 100
2268.71 3,000 3,000 2300

100 100 100

467.14 500 500 500
21.52 250 250 200



Unicamp of Ontario

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed
Internet
Printing

6060 Professional and consulting 
fees

6070 Education & Training for Staff 
& Volunteers

6080 Supplies
50th Celebration

7000 Insurance

7020 Repair and maintenance

7035 Payroll Expenses - Part time 
(seasonal)

7040 Payroll Expenses-year round

7045 Payroll service fees

7050 WSIB

7060 Delivery, postage and courier

141.7 900 900 900
70.96 750 750 200

3807.64 6,000 6,000 4158

278.11 300 300 300

122.54 2,000 2,000 200
0 0 0

5848.59 5,900 5,900 5,900

1086.42 7,500 7,500 7500

585.78 $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00

22100.71 $49,000.00 $48,000.00 $41,300.00

570.46 2,220 2,190 1,989

548.17 1,554 1,533 1,392

315.11 300 300 200



Unicamp of Ontario

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed
7070 Utilities
Hydro

7085 Telephone
7080 Computer related expenses

7090 Taxes

8000 Board expenses - other

Bad Debts

Catering

Fire and Safety

Payroll Expenses Gov't EIC,CPP

Program Expense

Small Equipment

6090 Amortization of assets

Total Expenses

1,800 1,800 1,000
208.12 1,000 1,000 600

904 904 904
782.14 1,000 1,000 1000

2144.7 4,300 4,300 4300

559.2 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

400 400 400

806.79 1,500 1,500 1500

500 500 500

1,000 1,000 1000

119,378 118,327 103,943



Unicamp of Ontario

Actuals 
2020

COVID PLAN A 
- Open before 

August

COVID PLAN 
B - August 

Opening

COVID PLAN C 
- Camp Remains 

Closed
PROFIT -3,119 -15,620 -40,977
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